STATEMENT OF POLICY

Graduate Student Funding Policy
(applies to students in the "funded cohort" only)

1. In your department, how do TA appointments fit within the University's Graduate Student Funding Policy?

EEB graduate students in the funded cohort TA for 140 hours as part of their funding package. Exceptions include: Graduate students who have a major scholarship are only required to TA for 70 hours; MSc students in the first term of their 2nd year TA for 70 hours. Some supervisors may cover some or all of the TA portion of the funding package, so the graduate student will not be required to TA that year or may opt for reduced TA hours.

2. In your department, how much bargaining unit income is counted towards the funding guarantee in each year of study? Does this amount vary with the year in program?

140 hours per year for each year of study (or 70 hours for MSc students in the first term of their 2nd year). The number of hours does not vary with the year in the program.

For inquiries or further information regarding the department’s Graduate Student Funding Policy contact the EEB Graduate Office (gradadmin.eeb@utoronto.ca).